This paper studies the performance of block coding on an additive white Gaussian noise channel under different power limitations at the transmitter. Lower bounds are presented for the minimum error probability of codes satisfying maximal and average power constraints. These bounds are tighter than previous results in the finite blocklength regime, and yield a better understanding on the structure of good codes under an average power limitation. Evaluation techniques for short and moderate blocklengths are also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider the problem of transmitting M equiprobable messages over n uses of an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. In his paper [1] , Shannon studied the minimum error probability that can be achieved by codes subject to a certain power constraint. Using a geometrical argument, he derived a lower bound to the error probability of a code with codewords lying on the n-dimensional sphere with squared radius nΥ (equal power constraint) [1, eq. (20) ]. More recently, Polyanskiy, Poor and Verdú applied the Neyman-Pearson lemma to a particular binary hypothesis test to obtain a lower bound to the error probability in the same setting [2, Th. 41 ].
Comparing [1, eq. (20) ] with [2, Th. 41] , it follows that Shannon's approach yields in general tighter bounds than the hypothesis test considered by Polyanskiy et al.
The minimum error probability of codes satisfying an equal power constraint can be related to that of codes satisfying maximal and average power limitations (see [1, Sec. XIII] or [2, Lem. 39] ). This result can be used to extend the Shannon'59 lower bound, [1, eq. (20) ], and PPV'10 lower bound, [2, Th. 41] , beyond the equal power constraint assumed in their derivation. While the loss incurred loss by this extension becomes negligible in the asymptotic regime, it can be relevant for finite blocklengths.
In this work, we establish direct lower bounds for codes satisfying maximal and average power limitations at the transmitter. The starting point for our analysis is the meta-converse bound [ Gaussian distribution (not necessarily capacity achieving). We provide an exhaustive characterization of the error probability of the binary hypothesis test of the meta-converse bound for the Gaussian channel, and we use its properties to avoid the optimization over input distributions. We obtain that the PPV'10 lower bound holds directly under a maximal power limitation, without requiring any transformation. For an average power limitation instead, we obtain that the PPV'10 lower bound holds only if the codebook size is below a certain threshold. The resulting bounds are tighter than previous results in the literature for the same power constraint and provide an accurate characterization of the error probability for extremely short blocklengths.
The hypothesis test in the PPV'10 lower bound considers and auxiliary distribution equal to the capacity-achieving output distribution. We show that considering an alternative auxiliary distribution in this bound yields a tighter result in general. Via a saddlepoint expansion, we provide a simple expression to evaluate the meta-converse bound for this auxiliary distribution. Given the difficulty of computing [1, eq. (20) ] (see, e.g., [3] - [5] ), the resulting bounds are not only tighter in the maximal and average power constraint settings, but also simpler to evaluate.
The organization of the rest of the manuscript is as follows. Section II presents the system model and provides a formal definition for the power constraints considered in this work. The lower bounds [1, eq. (20) ] and [2, Th. 41] for an equal power constraint are stated in Section III. This section also provides a geometrical interpretation of [2, Th. 41] analogous to that from [1] . Sections IV and V introduce new bounds for maximal and average power constraints, respectively. The analysis and numerical evaluation of the proposed bounds is studied in Section VI.
Finally, Section VII discusses an application of the bounds in the context of constellation design for Gaussian channels.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider the problem of transmitting M equiprobable messages over n uses of an AWGN channel with noise power σ 2 . Specifically, we consider a channel W = P Y |X which, for an input x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) and output y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ), has a probability density function (pdf)
where ϕ µ,σ (·) denotes the pdf of the Gaussian distribution,
In our communications system, the encoder maps a message v ∈ {1, . . . , M } to the channel as x = c v using the codebook C c 1 , . . . , c M . Then, based on the channel output y, the decoder guesses the transmitted messagê v ∈ {1, . . . , M }. We define the error probability
where the underlying probability is induced by the chain of source, encoder, channel and decoder.
We shall restrict our analysis to codebooks satisfying a certain power constraint:
• Equal power constraint:
• Maximal power constraint:
• Average power constraint:
Clearly, L e ⊂ L m ⊂ L a . While the equal power constraint is easier to analyze, the maximal power and average power constraints are more relevant for practical applications. In the following, we study lower bounds on the error probability P e (C) for codebooks satisfying equal, maximal and average power constraints.
III. LOWER BOUNDS FOR EQUAL POWER CONSTRAINT
In this section we state and compare the results from [1] and [2] discussed in the introduction. The bounds presented here apply for codes C ∈ L e (n, M, Υ) satisfying an equal power constraint, and they will become relevant in the sequel.
A. Shannon'59 lower bound
Let θ be the half-angle of a n-dimensional cone with vertex at the origin and with axis going through the vector x = (1, . . . , 1). We let Φ n (θ,σ 2 ) denote the probability that such vector be moved outside this cone by effect of the i.i.d. Gaussian noise with varianceσ 2 in each dimension.
Let C ∈ L e (n, M, Υ) be a length-n code of cardinality M satisfying an equal power constraint Υ. Let θ n,M denote the half-angle of a cone with solid angle equal to Ω n /M , where Ω n is the surface of the n-dimensional hypersphere. Then,
This bound is accurate for low SNRs and relatively short codes [6] . While the bound (7) is conceptually simple, it is difficult to evaluate. Approximate and exact computation of this bound is treated, e.g., in [4] , [5] .
B. PPV'10 lower bound
In [2] , Polyanskiy et al. proved that the error probability of a binary hypothesis test with certain parameters can be used to lower bound the error probability P e (C) for a certain channel W . In particular, [2, Th. 27] shows that
where P is the set of distributions over the input alphabet X n satisfying a certain constraint, Q is an auxiliary distribution over the output alphabet Y n which is not allowed to depend on the input x, and where α β (A, B)
denotes the minimum type-I error for a maximum type-II error β ∈ [0, 1] in a binary hypothesis testing problem between the distributions A and B. More formally,
where T : Z → [0, 1] and E A [·] denotes the expectation operator with respect to the random variable Z ∼ A.
The bound (8) is usually referred to as the meta-converse bound since several converse bounds in the literature can be recovered from it via relaxation. While it is possible to restrict the set of distributions Q over which the bound is maximized and still obtain a lower bound, the minimization over P needs to be carried out over all the n-dimensional probability distributions (not necessarily product) satisfying the power constraint P.
For the Gaussian channel W , Polyanskiy et al. fixed Q to be zero-mean Gaussian distributed with variance θ 2 and independent entries with pdf
For this choice of Q, α 1 M (·, ·) presents spherical symmetry. Then, restricting the input distribution to lie on the surface of a n-dimensional hyper-sphere of squared radius nΥ (equal power constraint) and setting θ 2 = Υ + σ 2 , they obtained the following result.
Let C ∈ L e (n, M, Υ) be a length-n code of cardinality M satisfying an equal power
This expression can be evaluated using the cumulative density function (cdf) of two noncentral χ 2 distributions (see Section VI-A). However, for fixed rate R 
2326
]. An asymptotic expansion of (11) and the resulting approximation will be presented in Section VI-B.
C. Comparison between Shannon'59 and PPV'10
Shannon'59 lower bound in Theorem 1 corresponds to the probability that the additive Gaussian noise moves a given codeword out of the n-dimensional cone centered at the codeword that roughly covers 1/M -th of the output space. We show next that the PPV'10 lower bound in Theorem 2 admits an analogous geometrical interpretation.
Let x satisfy x 2 = nΥ and θ 2 = Υ + σ 2 . For the hypothesis test on the right-hand side of (11), the condition
for some t > 0, defines the boundary of the decision region induced by the optimal Neyman-Pearson test. We next study the shape of this region. To this end, we first write
where we defined a = The boundary of the decision region induced by the optimal NP test, defined by (12) corresponds to (14) being equal to t − n log θ σ . Using that x 2 = nΥ and θ 2 = Υ + σ 2 , it yields
where r = nσ
The boundary in (15) corresponds to an n-dimensional sphere centered at 1 + σ 2 Υ x with squared radius r. Then, we can describe the lower bound in Theorem 2 as the probability that the additive Gaussian noise moves a given codeword x out of the n-dimensional sphere centered at 1 + σ 2 Υ x that roughly covers 1/M -th of the auxiliary measure ϕ n 0,θ . Note that the "regions" induced by the Shannon'59 bound correspond to cones, while those induced by the PPV'10 bound correspond to spheres (see Fig. 1 ). Cones are close to the optimal ML decoding regions for codewords evenly distributed on surface of an n-dimensional sphere with squared radius nΥ.
1 On the other hand, "spherical regions" allow different configurations of the codewords. This fact suggests that the meta-converse bound holds beyond an equal power constraint. This intuition is shown to be correct in the next sections.
IV. LOWER BOUNDS FOR MAXIMAL POWER CONSTRAINT
We consider now the family of codes satisfying a maximal power limitation, C ∈ L m (n, M, Υ).
A. From equal to maximal power constraint
To extend Theorems 1 and 2 to the maximal power constraint setting we consider the following result.
Proposition 1: Let B(n, M, Υ) be a converse bound for equal power constrained codebooks, i.e.,
Then, any maximal power constrained codebook satisfies
Proof: For any codeword c ∈ R n satisfying c 2 ≤ nΥ we can add an extra coordinate such thatc = (c 1 , . . . , c n ,c) ∈ R n+1 satisfies c 2 = nΥ. Applying this transformation to all the codewords of a code C we construct a new codeC ∈ L e n + 1, M, nΥ n+1 . The error probability of this new code cannot be worse than that of C (as we can always ignore this extra dimension), it follows that P e (C) ≥ P e (C) ≥ B n + 1, M, (83)] conclude that the error probability of a maximal-constrained codebook C ∈ L m (n, M, Υ) is lower-bounded as P e (C) ≥ B n + 1, M, Υ instead of (17).
The n + 1 code-extension from Proposition 1 can be applied to both Theorems 1 and 2 to obtain lower bounds in the maximal power constraint setting. Nevertheless, we show next that this step is not required for Theorem 2.
B. Direct lower bound for maximal power constraint
We start by considering the general meta-converse in (8) . In order to make the minimization over P in (8) tractable we use the following decomposition.
Lemma 1 ([7, Lem. 25]):
Let P = j λ j P j with λ j > 0, j λ j = 1, be a convex combination of the distributions P j and let P j have pairwise disjoint supports. Then, the hypothesis testing error trade-off function satisfies
This lemma asserts that it is possible to express a binary hypothesis test as a convex combination of disjoint subtests provided that the type-II error is optimally distributed among them. In Section IV-C we apply this decomposition to (8) under a maximal power constraint, proving the following result.
Theorem 3 (Maximal power constraint): Let C ∈ L m (n, M, Υ) be a length-n code of cardinality M satisfying the maximal power constraint Υ. Then, for any θ ≥ σ, n ≥ 1,
Proof: See Section IV-C.
Setting θ 2 = Υ + σ 2 in (19), we recover the bound from Theorem 2. We conclude that the PPV'10 bound also holds for maximal power constraint. This is not the case however for the Shannon'59 lower bound as we show next with an example.
Let us consider the problem of transmitting M = 16 codewords over a additive Gaussian noise channel with n = 2 dimensions. For n = 2, Shannon'59 lower bound in Theorem 1 coincides with the ML decoding error probability of a M -PSK constellation C M satisfying the equal power constraint Υ (as the 2-dimensional cones are precisely the ML decoding regions of the M -PSK constellation). For instance, for a 2-dimensional Gaussian channel with a July 9, 2019 DRAFT signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) Υ σ 2 = 10 and M = 16 codewords, we obtain that Shannon'59 lower bound is given by Sh'59 = P e (C 16 ) = 0.38. Let now define a codeC M composed by the points of an (M − 1)-PSK constellation and an additional codeword located at x = (0, 0). While this code satisfies the maximal error constraint Υ, its error probability violates the Shannon'59 lower bound for sufficiently large M . Indeed, for Υ σ 2 = 10 and M = 16, the modified codebook attains P e (C 16 ) = 0.34 < Sh'59. We conclude that Theorem 1 holds only under equal power constraint. For a more detailed discussion comparing the bounds for different power constraints, see Section VII.
C. Proof of Theorem 3
For any 0 ≤ γ ≤ Υ, we define the input set S γ x | x 2 = nγ . Then, any input distribution P X induces a distribution over the parameter γ, P γ Pr{S γ }. We consider the conditional distribution
It follows that P X (x) = P X|γ (x) dP γ with dP γ satisfying dP γ ≥ 0, dP γ = 1. Then, we apply Lemma 1 to the right-hand side of (8) with distributions satisfying the maximal power constraint
to obtain
where the last step follows from the spherical symmetry of each of the sub-tests in (22), using that
We transformed the original optimization over the n-dimensional distribution P in the left-hand side of (22) into an optimization over a one-dimensional distribution P γ and auxiliary function β γ in the right-hand side of (23). To also avoid this optimization, we make use of the following properties of the hypothesis tests in (23).
Lemma 2: Let 0 < σ ≤ θ, with σ, θ ∈ R and n ≥ 1. Then, the function
is non-increasing in γ for any fixed β ∈ [0, 1], and convex non-increasing in β for any fixed γ > 0.
Proof: The minimum type-I error α is a non-increasing convex function of the type-II error β (see, e.g., [7, Sec. I]). As f (β, γ) characterizes the trade-off between the type-I and type-II errors of a hypothesis test, for fixed
To characterize the behavior of f (β, γ) with respect to γ, in Appendix A we obtain the 1st and 2nd derivatives of f (β, γ) with respect to the parameters β and γ. In particular, it follows from (75) that
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For any γ ≥ 0, β ∈ [0, 1], the parameter t is non-negative. Then, using that for x ≥ 0, it follows I m (x) ≥ 0 and e −x/2 ≥ 0, we conclude that (25) is non-positive for δ = θ 2 − σ 2 > 0. As a result, the function f (β, γ) = α β ϕ n √ γ,σ , ϕ n 0,θ is non-increasing in γ for any fixed value of β if the conditions of the lemma hold. According to Lemma 2, for any 0 ≤ γ ≤ Υ, it holds that α β ϕ n √ γ,σ , ϕ
, ϕ n 0,θ . As any maximal power constrained input distribution P ∈ P m (Υ) satisfies P γ = 0 for γ > Υ, we conclude that
where in (27) we used that the function α β (·, ·) is convex with respect to β, hence, by Jensen's inequality,
Then, using (8), (23) and (27) the result follows.
V. LOWER BOUNDS FOR AVERAGE-POWER CONSTRAINT
We obtain now a direct lower bound to the error probability of codes satisfying an average power limitation.
A. Tentative lower bound
We define the set of distributions satisfying the average power constraint as
Proceeding analogously as in (22)- (23) we obtain that for an average power constraint
Suppose for now that f (β, γ) = α β ϕ n √ γ,σ , ϕ n 0,θ is jointly convex with respect to β ∈ [0, 1] and γ ≥ 0. Then, we could apply Jensen's inequality to write
for any P γ and β γ such that β γ dP γ = 1 M and γ dP γ = Υ. Then, using (31) in (30) we would obtain a lower bound which is independent of the parameters involved in the optimization. Unfortunately, f (β, γ) is not convex and (31) does not hold in general.
To see that f (β, γ) is non-convex, it suffices to check that 
B. Convexity analysis and lower bound for average power constraint
To circumvent the non-convexity of f (β, γ), we may replace f (β, γ) by its convex envelope. We define the Legendre-Fenchel (LF) transform of a function f as
where the maximization is performed over the domain of the function f . The function f * is usually referred to as Fenchel's conjugate (or convex conjugate) of f . If f is a convex function, applying the LF transform twice recovers the original function, i.e., f * * = f . If f is not convex, applying the LF transform twice returns the lower convex envelope of f , which is the largest convex function majorized by f . For our problem, we define
As f is majorized by f , f (β, γ) ≤ f (β, γ) = α βγ ϕ n √ γ,σ , ϕ n 0,θ for any β ∈ [0, 1] and γ ≥ 0. Then, we replace α βγ ϕ n √ γ,σ , ϕ n 0,θ by f (β, γ) in (30) and still obtain a lower bound.
Theorem 4 (Average power constraint): Let C ∈ L a (n, M, Υ) be a length-n code of cardinality M satisfying the average power constraint Υ. Then, for any θ ≥ σ, n ≥ 1, it holds that
where f (β, γ) denotes the lower convex envelope of f (β, γ) = α βγ ϕ n √ γ,σ , ϕ n 0,θ . Proof: We lower-bound the right-hand side of (30) by inf {Pγ ,βγ }:
where the first step follows from applying Jensen's inequality, and the second step holds since the objective of the optimization does not depend on {P γ , β γ }. The result thus follows from combining (8), (29)- (30) and (36).
The function f (β, γ) can be evaluating numerically by considering a 2-dimensional grid of points in the parameters (β, γ) and computing the convex envelope of f (β, γ) over this grid. If f
M , Υ , then the PPV'10 bound is indeed a lower bound on the error probability of an average power constrained codebook and this step can be avoided. A precise characterization of this region is given in the next result.
Corollary 1: Let σ, θ > 0 and n ≥ 1, be fix parameters, and define δ θ 2 − σ 2 . For t ≥ 0, we define the auxiliary functions
where (a) + = max(0, a), Q m (a, b) is the Marcum Q-function and I m (·) denotes the m-th order modified Bessel function of the first kind. Let t 0 be the solution to the implicit equation
and letM
Then, any code C ∈ L a (n, M, Υ) with cardinality M ≤M satisfies
Proof: See Appendix B.
We recall that the condition from Corollary 1 does not correspond to the region where f (β, γ) is convex, but it does precisely describe the region where f (β, γ) = f (β, γ). Figure 2 shows the difference between the two regions: the shaded area shows the points where f (β, γ) is non-convex, while the bold line corresponds to the lower-boundary of the region where f (β, γ) = f (β, γ). Corollary 1 implies that the PPV'10 lower bound holds in the average power constraint setting if the cardinality of the codebook is sufficiently small. Indeed, it follows that this condition is satisfied for typical communication systems. Figure 3 shows the condition from Corollary 1 with θ 2 = Υ + σ 2 as an upper bound on the transmission rate of the system, R = 1 n log 2 M . We show this bound for three different values of signal-to-noise ratio, SNR=10 log 10 Υ σ 2 dB, and include the channel capacity C for reference. We can see that the the condition from Corollary 1 is only violated for rates extremely close to capacity. Then, the refined bound from Theorem 4 will only be required for systems with very low SNRs and/or with extremely high transmission rates. A particular example for which the difference between the lower-bounds obtained from f (β, γ) and from f (β, γ) becomes relevant will be presented in Section VII.
In the previous sections we showed that f (β, γ) and its convex envelope f (β, γ) yield lower bounds to the error probability for Gaussian channels under different power constraints. Here we provide different expressions used in the analysis and numerical evaluation of these functions.
A. Parametric formulation of f (β, γ)
The following result provides a parametric formulation of f (β, γ). This formulation is used in Appendix A to determine the derivatives of f (β, γ).
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Theorem 5: Let σ, θ > 0 and n ≥ 1, be fix parameters, and define δ θ 2 − σ 2 . The function trade-off between α and β in α β ϕ n √ γ,σ , ϕ n 0,θ admits the following parametric formulation as a function of the auxiliary parameter t ≥ 0,
where Q m (a, b) denotes the Marcum Q-function, defined in (63).
To compute f (β, γ), let t satisfy β(γ, t ) = β according to (44). Then, f (β, γ) = α(γ, t ) according to (43).
Proof: While the proof follows the lines of that of [2, Th. 41], in our analysis we require that θ 2 = σ 2 + γ.
3
Let σ, θ > 0 and n ≥ 1, be fix parameters. We define the log-likelihood ratio test
According to the Neyman-Pearson lemma, the trade-off α β ϕ n √ γ,σ , ϕ n 0,θ admits the parametric form 
Analogously, if we define 
Given (49) and (50), we conclude that j 0 (Z) and j 1 (Z) follow a (shifted and scaled) noncentral χ 2 distribution with n degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameters nγσ 2 /δ 2 and nγθ 2 /δ 2 , respectively. The cumulative density function of a non-central χ 2 distribution with n degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter ν can be written in terms of the generalized Marcum Q-function Q m (a, b) as
Letting t 2 = 2σ 2 θ 2 1 δ n log θ σ + n 2 γ δ − t , using (53) for the tail probabilities (51)- (52) and making explicit the dependence on γ, we obtain (43)-(44).
A non-parametric expression for f (β, γ) can be obtained from Theorem 5 by using [8, Lem. 1].
Corollary 2: Let σ, θ > 0 and n ≥ 1, be fix parameters. The function f (β, γ) = α β ϕ n √ γ,σ , ϕ n 0,θ is given by 
While the formulation in Corollary 2 requires to solve a maximization over the auxiliary parameter t ≥ 0, it avoids inverting the marcum-Q function in (44). Then, (54) may be more adequate for implementation purposes.
B. Saddlepoint expansion
Evaluation of the bounds from Theorems 2, 3 and 4 for a fixed rate R 1 n log 2 M , implies that the parameter β = 2 −nR decreases exponentially with the block-length n. Then, traditional series series expansions of the Marcum-Q function fail even for moderate values of n. In this regime, the following result yields a precise characterization of f (β, γ).
We recall j(y) defined in (46) when n = 1, and we consider the cumulant generating function of the random variable j(Y ), Y ∼ ϕ 0,θ , which is given by
and where we defined η(s) sθ 2 + (1 − s)σ 2 . The first derivatives of (55) with respect to s are
Theorem 6: Let σ, θ > 0 and n ≥ 1, be fix parameters. Then,
where for λ a (s) |1 − s| nκ γ (s) and λ b (s) |s| nκ γ (s),
where sgn(s) = −1 for s < 0 and sgn(s) = 1 otherwise, and Ψ(λ) is defined as Ψ(λ)
with Q(·) the Gaussian Q-function. Here, o g(n) summarizes the terms that approach zero faster than g(n), i.e.,
g(n) = 0. Proof: Follows from [8, Th. 2] with a more refined expansion of a(s, γ) and b(s, γ).
Remark: For practical purposes, the function f (β, γ) can be also approximated using (59) from Theorem 6 with a(s, γ) ≈ sgn(1 − s)Ψ λ a (s) and b(s, γ) ≈ sgn(s)Ψ λ b (s) . This approximation yields accurate results for blocklengths as short as n = 20 (see [8] for details).
C. Exponent-achieving output distribution
In Theorems 2, 3 and 4 it is usually considered that the variance of the auxiliary distribution corresponds to that of the capacity achieving output distribution, i.e., θ 2 = Υ + σ 2 . While this choice of θ 2 is adequate for rates approaching the capacity of the channel, it does not attain the sphere-packing exponent [1] in general.
The saddlepoint expansion from Theorem 6 allows to introduce a dependence of θ 2 with the auxiliary parameter s without incurring in extra computational cost. In particular, the choice of θ 2 that asymptotically maximizes the bound (59) is given by [9, Eq. (149)]
Using θ s instead of θ in (55) and (56)- (58), application of Theorem 6 yields tighter bounds as the choice of θ s is asymptotically optimal. For transmission rates close to the channel capacity, the optimal value of s tends to 1 and therefore θ Figure 4 compares Shannon'59 lower bound from Theorem 1 with the hypothesis testing lower bound (42) from Corollary 1. This lower bound was evaluated for the capacity-achieving output distribution, i.e., θ 2 = Υ + σ 2 , and for the exponent-achieving output distribution, i.e., θ 2 = θ 2 s where s is the value optimizing (59) for each n. As the conditions from Corollary 1 are satisfied for every n, these bounds hold for an average power limitation, in contrast with Shannon'59 lower bound, which is only valid for equal power constrained codes. We can see that considering θ terms in Theorem 6 (markers •). We can see that both for the capacity-achieving θ 2 and the exponent-achieving θ 2 s , the approximation is accurate for block-lengths as short as n = 10. This will be also true for larger values of n, for which numerical evaluation of the Marcum-Q functions may be infeasible using traditional methods.
D. Example

VII. APPLICATION TO CONSTELLATION DESIGN
We consider the problem of transmitting M ≥ 2 codewords over n = 2 uses of an AWGN channel with SNR= 10 dB. This problem corresponds to finding the best constellation for an uncoded communication system. In the average power constraint setting, we can see that the gap between the simulated error probability of the M -APSK constellations (•) and the lower bound from Theorem 4 is noticeably smaller. It can be also observed that, according to Corollary1, the bounds from Theorems 3 and 4 coincide for M ≤M ≈ 22.8.
Finally, we note that the PPV'10 lower bound does not hold in general for an average power constraint, as the simulated performance of the average power constrained code (•) is below the bound from Theorem 3 for M > 45. Analyzing the constellations that violate Theorem 3, we observe that they present several constellation points concentrated at origin (0, 0). As these symbols coincide, it is not possible to distinguish between them and they will often yield a decoding error. However, as the symbol (0, 0) does not require any energy for its transmission, 
where I m (·) denotes the m-th order modified Bessel function of the first kind. 
and we take its derivative with respect to a to obtain
Using the identity I m (x) = m x I m (x) + I m+1 (x) [11, Sec. 8.486 ] and canceling terms we obtain (64).
B. Derivatives of f (β, γ)
Let σ, θ > 0 and n ≥ 1, be fix parameters, and define δ θ 2 − σ 2 . To obtain the derivatives of f (β, γ) with respect to β and γ, we start from the parametric formulation from Theorem 5. Using (64) and (65), we obtain that the derivatives of (43) are
with a = √ nγ σ δ and b = t σ . Proceeding analogously, for the derivatives of (44) we obtain ∂β(γ, t) ∂γ (āb) and I n 2 −1 (ab) = I n 2 −1 (āb). 1) Derivative ∂f (β, γ)/∂γ for fixed β: Let β ∈ [0, 1] be fixed and let t(γ) be such that β γ, t(γ) = β. We apply the chain rule for total derivatives to write
As β γ, t(γ) = β is fixed, then (72) must be equal to 0. Then, identifying (72) to 0 and solving for
where t = t(γ), and where we used (70) and (71). Note that we obtained an expression for
∂γ without computing t(γ) explicitly, as doing this would require to invert (44).
We apply now the chain rule for total derivatives to α γ, t(γ) to write
Note that, for fixed β,
. Hence, using (68), (69) and (73) in (74) we finally obtain
where t satisfies β(γ, t) = β.
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2) Derivative ∂f (β, γ)/∂β for fixed γ: In this case we use (69) and (71) to obtain
3) Derivative ∂ 2 f (β, γ)/(∂β∂γ): Taking the derivative of (76) with respect to γ yields
where t satisfies β(γ, t) = β, and where
∂γ is given in (73).
Taking the derivative of (76) with respect to β yields
where t satisfies β(γ, t) = β, and where the term ∂t ∂β can be obtained from (71),
Taking the derivative of (75) with respect to γ, tedious algebra yields
where t satisfies β(γ, t) = β. Here, we used the identity
The function f (β, 0) can be evaluated by setting γ = 0 and using (43)-(44). However, the preceding expressions for its derivatives often yield an indeterminacy in this case. This can be avoided by taking the limit as γ → 0 and using that [11, Sec. 8.445 ]
where Γ(·) denotes the gamma function and o g(x) summarizes the terms that approach zero faster than g(x),
g(x) = 0. For example, using (81) and
Γ(m) = m we obtain from (73) that ∂t(γ)
Proceeding analogously for the derivatives of f (β, γ), yields
where in all cases t 0 satisfies β(0, t 0 ) = β. To obtain (87) from (80) we used (81) and the expansions 
This condition amounts to say that the first-order Taylor approximation of f near (β 0 , γ 0 ) underestimates the function f (β, γ). Moreover, if (90) is satisfied for all β ∈ [0, 1] and γ ≥ 0, then, f (β 0 , γ 0 ) = f (β 0 , γ 0 ), i.e., the function coincides with its convex envelope at the point (β 0 , γ 0 ). This key property allows to determine the region where both functions coincide. Figure 6 shows a one-dimensional example of this property. In particular, we consider the function f (β, γ) when β = β 0 is assumed fixed. We can see that for the point γ 0 = 5.13, (90) is satisfied for all γ ≥ 0. This is also true for any γ 0 > 5.13, and therefore f (β 0 , γ) coincides with its (one-dimensional) convex envelope for γ ≥ 5.13. For γ < 5.13, instead, the (one-dimensional) convex envelope would correspond to the dashed line in the figure and, clearly, it does not coincide with f (β 0 , γ).
According to the preceding discussion, we only need to determine the points (β 0 , γ 0 ) where (90) is satisfied for all β ∈ [0, 1] and γ ≥ 0. The properties of f (β, γ) imply that this function is decreasing in both parameters, convex with respect to β, and that concave only in a neighborhood around γ = 0. As a result, the condition (90) does 
Let θ ≥ σ > 0, n ≥ 1. Let t 0 be the value such that β(γ 0 , t 0 ) = β 0 and lett satisfy β(0,t) = β, for β(γ, t) defined in (44). Then, according to (43), (75) and (76) we have that f (β 0 , γ 0 ) − f (β, 0) = Q n respect tot, identifying the resulting expression to zero and using (93), we conclude that the right-hand side of (96) is maximized fort
where the threshold (a) + = max(0, a) has been introduced to ensure that the constraintt ≥ 0 is satisfied. It can be verified thatt is a maximum by checking the 2nd derivative of the right-hand side of (96).
Using (93), (94) and (97) in (96) we obtain the desired characterization for the region of interest. For the statement of the result, we select the smallest t 0 that fulfills (96), which satisfies the condition with equality, and invert the transformation β(γ 0 , t 0 ) = β 0 for γ 0 = Υ and β 0 = 1 M .
